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I. INTRODUCTION ..

This work was stimulated in part by the need to assess the vulnerability

to single event upset of a computer that was to become part of a spacecraft

control system. While previous investigations1- 5 have demonstrated that

bipolar devices in general, and low-power Schottky ones in particular, tend to

be sensitive to upsets in the space particle environment, the critical need

for speed in certain applications mandates their use despite that shortcom-

ing. In such cases, accurate knowledge of upset vulnerability of a

microprocessor bit slice and the various support chips, or of a complete

microprocessor system on a single chip is crucial for assessing the effec-

tiveness of various measures implemented at the system level to circumvent the

effects of single particle upsets.

At the present state of the art, such knowledge is derived from a

detailed analysis of individual circuits on a given chip and from tests prop-

erly designed to measure the individual upset vulnerabilities of these

circuits. It is possible that, at some levels of complexity such as that of

microprocessor chips, there are circuit blocks that are completely inacces-

sible via any type of software. Upset predictions, in such cases, can only be

obtained by means of modeling, unless special test chips can be manufactured.

It is an unfortunate, but nevertheless, real fact that reliable predic-

tive models of bipolar circuits are nonexistent for all practical purposes, so

that the development of special techniques for testing these complex devices

takes on added importance. Some results of work along these lines have been

published in the literature. 3'4 The present effort was undertaken in order to

complement and extend the investigations of the AM2900-series device family

still in progress at JPL.6 We describe the results of this work to illustrate

the techniques that must be developed and the results that are obtained in

testing devices with a complexity level greater than that of a RAM or simple

storage register. %

7
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II. TEST DEVICE CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

In Fig. I is a block diagram of the A142914 vectored priority interrupt

encoder.7  According to information provided by the manufacturer, elements

sensitive to upset occur in the interrupt latches and the master/slave D flip-

flops found in the various registers and other logic portions of the device.

From discussions with AMD design engineers, we learned that two designs of the

part were in existence. In the older version of the design, most of the vul-

nerable subcircuits were basically the same, except for one group associated

with the slave latches of 18 master/slave D flip-flops. In Fig. 2 is a

circuit diagram of one of these flip-flops, reproduced with the kind permis-

sion of AMD. 8 Recall that the base-collector drop across a saturated Schottky

transistor is approximately 0.3 V and that the base-emitter drop at turn-on is

about 0.7 V. Furthermore, note that because of elements not shown in Fig. 2,

input low occurs at approximately 1.4 V, and that the device is operated at

5 V bias.

The four elements Q6-09 constitute the master latch and similarly the

elements QI-Q4, plus Q5, which serves as simple diode, form the slave. Note

that the master circuit is quite symmetric in design with Q7 and Q9 forming a

classic inverter pair, while the slave does not have that property. The

division of the whole circuit into the master and slave portions can be appre-

ciated best by noting that with the clock input high, the upper slave circuit

is totally isolated from the input since both Q7 and Q9 are cut off.

Suppose now the clock input starts to go low. Whether Q7 or Q9 turns on

first depends strictly on the state of the data (D) input. If D input is

high, Q9 will turn on as soon as the input drops below about 3.9 V, and Q7

will remain off with its base at approximately 0.6 V. With the input low

(1.4 V) and clock high, the base of Q7 is about 1.7 V, while the base of Q9 is

1.3 V and remains there regardless of the clock input state. Hence, on the

downward transition of the clock when the D input is low, Q7 turns on while Q9

remains off. Data can be clocked in only on the downward transition of the

clock, since once either Q7 or Q9 turns on, changing the level at the D input

9
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clearly has no effect on the rest of the circuit. It is easy to see that the

output level follows the level clocked in, and that with the clock low, the

transistor vulnerable to single event upset is 117 or C9, depending on whether

or not it is off. When the clock input is high, 01 and 1)4 become the vulner-

able transistors.

A somewhat bizarre situation develops when the clock is high and output

is low. In that case Q5, which acts as an ordinary diode, is barely able to

conduct, if at all, so that the base of 02 is near OV while the emitter is

high. Since QI is off, its base, together with the collector of 02,. are

floating. Any holes injected at the base of 01 will be quite effective in

raising the base potential since there is no leakage path available. We might

expect therefore that less charge is needed at the base of 01 to turn it on

(and,hence,turn Q4 off), than in the case of a particle hit on Q4 in the off

state. In the latter case, Q1 is on and provides an alternate path to ground

for the resulting current. On an intuitive basis it therefore appears reason-

able that the critical charge for causing a low-to-high transition with the

clock high should be significantly less than a high-to-low. Engineers at AID

have informed us that they had experienced problems because of this feature of

the circuit, and that these problems had been cured by a design change in the

more recent version of the device, where a second emitter in 02 is returned to

the collector of Q4. In view of the above situation, it appeared that in the

old version of the device, at least two values of upset thresholds could he

expected in the heavy ion tests, with one significantly lower than the rest.

Here we report on the test results obtained with this older part type.

12



III. I.'STRCMENTATI ON A 7;D TEST ":ETHOE.

Since we have previously described the general techniques of testing

ricrocircuits with heavy ions, 9 we limit our present discussion primarily to

methods specifically applicable to the A112914. In Table I are shown the ions

used in the experiments, together with their respective energies just before

striking the chip surface. Also, included in the table is the linear charge

density (LCD) along the track, computed from the known value of linear energy

transfer (LET) at the incident beam energy. Particles with intermediate

values of LCD were simulated by rotating the chip to obtain oblique angles of

incidence and assuming that the resulting increase in path length through the

sensitive region had the same effect as a comparable fractional increase in

LCD. Figure 3, reproduced from Ref. 9, shows the test instrumentation in

schematic form.

Delidded parts under test were placed on a special board inside the

vacuum chamber. (Since the particles used in these tests have very short

range in air, all testing must be done in vacuum with delidded devices.) A

controller in the form of a microcomputer (wC in Fig. 3) was located outside

and next to the chamber, in order to minimize cable length between the test

board and the controller. Instructions were sent to the controller, and data

from it were received by means of a Silent 700 teletype terminal.

Immediately prior to any given exposure, a single chip was positioned in

the path of the beam and oriented at a desired angle by remote control. .,eXL,

the controller was commanded to begin exercising the chip by means of a pro-

gram stored in PROM. Following a check of appropriate beam-monitor data and

proper chip operation, the exposure was started by opening the remotely con-

trolled beam flap directly in front of the chip. During the exposure, an

approximate real-time count of all upsets, regardless of their origin, was

kept in a special monitor. The total ion fluence was also measured by count-

ing the pulses from the scintillation-counter monitor, as shown in Fig. 3.

16.hen an appropriate number of errors was detected, or a desired fluence

achieved, the exposure was terminated by closing the shutter and halting the

Ievice-exercise program. Upset data were detected and stored in memory during

the exposure and saved for further analysis.

13 . . .
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Table 1. Properties of Heavy Ions Used in Device Bombardment

Atomic Energy LET Linear Charge
Ion Species Number (Me V) (MeV cm2/mg) Density (pC/lim)

Oxygen 8 104 3.1 0.03

32 5. 7 0.06

Argon 18 160 15.4 0.15

Krypton 36 140 40 0.5

14
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The test control software was written in the form of a group of basic

- subprograms that could be linked in various sequences within the main program,

depending on the individual test requirements. Analysis of the device speci-

fications and discussions with AMD engineering staff had convinced us that

tests of the mask and status registers would be sufficient to characterize the

device completely. The mask register contained strong master and weak slave

latches, while in the status register both latch types were strong. Further-

more, both of the above registers were quite amenable to testing from the

point of view of control software requirements. The terms strong and weak

refer to the relative magnitude of the upset threshold inferred above from

analysis of the respective latch circuits. The four subprograms and functions

they perform in the case of the mask register are summarized in Table 2. A

similar set of subprograms applies to the tests of the status register.

During the heavy ion experiment, the main program started a timer and

executed the subroutine SI first. The subroutine S1 initially set the D flip-

flop output to 1 and kept the clock line low for I sec during which upsets

could occur. After I sec, the state of the D flip-flop output was checked.

It differed from 1, an error counter was incremented by I and the error loca-

tion was stored in computer memory. Each of the other subroutines shown in

Table 2 was executed in similar fashion during 1-sec intervals, followed by a

similar set of tests using subroutines for testing the status register. The

* complete sequence was automatically repeated by the computer and terminated

.either by a preset beam-monitor counter, a timer, or by hand, depending on the

individual test requirements.

16'. -
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Table 2. Summary of Subprograms for Testirg the Mask Register

tin

Static Conditions Program
Output of D F/F Clock Line SEU Observation Subroutines

1 0 1 to 10 transition SI
of the slave

0 0 0 to 10 transition Sl
of the slave -

10 I to 10 transition S3
of the master

0 1 0 to 1 transition S4
of the master

17
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IV. RESULTS

The status register test results are shown in Fig. 4 for both the master

and the slave where the upset cross-section is plotted versus LCD. No upsets

were observed at LCDs below 0.1 pC/irm, and for both latches, the cross-section

reaches the value between 2000 and 4000 m2 at or slightly above 0.2 pC/um.

Within statistical errors indicated by bars in the figure, the master and

slave results are the same.

In the case of the mask register data, as shown in Fig. 5, the threshold

and cross-section for the master resemble the status register data. The slave

of the mask register flip-flop, however, has an LCD threshold between a factor

of two and four less than the other latches.

The gap in the data between 0.1 and 0.2 pC/um is caused by a lack of

overlap between charge deposits obtained at large singles with the 30 HeV oxy-

gen beam and normally incident argon beam. At the time these tests were

performed, time was not available for bombardment by particles with an inter-

mediate value of LCD.

19
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V. DISCUSSI0U

Tt is clear that the results agree qualitatively with the predictions

based on the intuitive analysis of the circuit in Fig. 2. However, the lack

of 0 to 1 upsets in the mask register slave, as well as the values of the

observed values of the upset cross-section near and above the LCD threshold

warrant further discussion, as do the values of the LCD threshold itself.

A cross-section of a typical transistor involved in the upset process

drawn roughly to scale is shown in Fig. 6. There are some differences between

individual transistors, and data on the exact geometry are not readily obtain-

able, but for purposes of this discussion, the information in the figure is

sufficient. We shall assume that the dimensions in and out' of the paper are

the same. The complexity of this bipolar element relative to an MOS tran-

sistor is readily apparent from this figure. A priori, there appear to be

three depletion regions in the off transistor, which are potential sources of

.single event upsets. These are the depletion regions around the p-type base

diffusion together with the Schottky. barrier and the n-type epi-layer of the

collector region, the considerably wider depletion layer between the collector

and the high resistivity p-subtrate, and finally the layer between the heavily

doped p isolation layer and collector epi-layer.

2The geometrical area of the base diffusion is approximately 500 P~m *A

glance at the upset cross-section data in Figs. 4 and 5 show that the measured
2cross-sections exceed 2000 Pzm at large LCD. This suggests that most of the

action occurs around the buried layer region whose area is in the 4000 pim

range. Another argument supporting that interference is the fact that the

depletion region in the highly doped substrate is quite wide. Furthermore,

because of the high resistivity of the-substrate, any funneling that may exist

here will be greatly enhanced over a similar effect near the base junction

where the epi-layer doping density is in excess of 10 times that in the

substrate. The collector-isolation junction would not appear to contribute

significantly to the upset cross-section, since if it did, a pronounced

* pedestal would presunably appear just below the main threshold. However, the

resolution in the data is such that this effect cannot be ruled out.

23
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There are valid objections to the above plausible-sounding arguments,

which must be considered. First is the fact that while it may be true that up

to about 10 times more charge (including funneling) may be produced near the

substrate than the base, a current source between the collector and base

should be much more effective in producing regenerative action than one

between the collector and substrate. In the former case, the lesser value of

the current is multiplied by the transistor $, an effect which should easily

compensate for the lesser amount of current injected into the base. The area

enhancement may be simply caused by holes generated in the collector epi-layer

portions away from the depletion region, which are collected in the base by

diffusion. The diffusion time may be reduced by the device geometry to the

point where there is sufficient current to turn on the transistor. Effects of

geometry on charge collected by diffusion have been recently discussed in the

literature and should be carefully considered in any quantitative models of

devices such as the one under discussion.

So far we have not been able to find a plausible explanation as to why

upsets in both directions occur in the master, while in the slave, only I to 0

transitions are observed. This phenomenon is probably related to the strong

asymmetry in the slave latch, and its explanation requires a detailed quanti-

tative analysis of the circuit. Simulations using the SPICE program have been

attempted on the circuits using various and sundry parameters. Various and

sundry results were obtained using these parameters, which is not surpris-

ing. Perhaps the most significant result of the simulation effort has been

the realization of how rudimentary our knowledge is in this field, and how

much remains to be done before, if ever we acquire the ability to deduce

realistic circuit parameters of an active bipolar device from a knowledge of

its physical design.

25



VI. SUNItARY AID CONCLUSIONS

Results of heavy ion tests on a bipolar, low power Schottky microcircuit

device agree with predictions based on a qualitative analysis of subcircuits

contained in this device. These tests were able to individually determine the

upset vulnerability of two independent subcircuits present on the chip.

Despite this agreement, the results raise numerous questions when examined in

light of the relatively complex device geometry and physical properties. To

the best of our knowledge, no reliable models exist that can predict with any

degree of credibility the upset rate of bipolar devices from~ a knowledge of

the device circuit parameters, either obtained empirically from electrical

tests or calculated on the basis of geometry and physical process features.

Consequently, the only current reliable way to assess device vulnerability to

single event upsets is by direct measurement of the LCD or LET' threshold

together with the upset cross-section using heavy ions and by bombardment with

energetic protons (50 Mey or more) where proton-induced upsets are of concern.

27
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'rt~xr,-e-scnslttve system design, distributed architectures tot spaceborne
Mputnters, :nlt-tolerant computer systems, artificial intelligence, micro-

-,eitr ._ s i plications, communication protocols, and computer security.

E1, tr(,is RKesearch Laboiratorv: Mlcroelectronics, solid-state ,evice

P..".Is ,'opuand semiconductors, radiation harlenfng; electro-optics, quantum
, t, rat,', soill-starti lasers, optical propagation and communications; mlcrt-

, ,iuter devices, microw, ve/miliimeter wave measurements, diagnos-

. i irr, iow;, .-iRi line ter WaV thermonic devices; atomic tim,,
, iu,,v Lani: ;so antet;iaa, R" s'ystems, electrum.ignetic propagation

-t.-i,:"I, space communication systems.

"l,,terlal Sciences Laboratory: Development of new materials: metals,
It, ,:s, ceramlcs, polymers and their composites, and new forms ot carbon; non-
-.tru tive evaluation, component failure analysis and reliability; fracture

71. _;aulcs and stress corrosion; analysis and evaluation of materials at
rcogettc and elevatd temperatures as well as In space and enemy-Induced

V i ronamen t s.

Space Science- laboratory: Magnetospieric, auroral and cosmic ray
; Is, wv,--irticle interactions, magnetospieric plasma waves; atmospheric

ltorphts c physics, -tensit: and composition of the upper atmosphere,
:-ott selo"Lng ulslllg atmosp:.tric radiation; solar physics, Inrared astronomy,

si, -jature analysis; eltects of solar activity, magnetic storms and
,, ,.r is s oo-i. tie ,arth's atmosphere, ionosphere and magnetosphere;

',i t (- : lcuromitgnetic an: particulite radiations on space systems; space
i:s ru ,: t l '11.
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